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Scopo del presente lavoro è quello di descrivere le relazioni trovate tra il modello di Palumbo sull’origine e 
l’evoluzione dell’Universo e la teoria di stringa. Il modello di Palumbo è sintetizzato dalla relazione  
∫
∞
=
0
ii dFFF  , dove F  rappresenta l’energia iniziale del Big Bang, ossia, l’esplosione del buco nero dal 
quale si originò l’universo. Dal Big Bang, si sprigionarono tutte le onde immaginabili di F  . Al pari delle 
radiazioni elettromagnetiche, le quali consistono di una successione continua di insiemi di onde, anche le 
radiazioni F  sono costituite da insiemi parziali di onde, definite iF . Dopo aver descritto le azioni di stringa 
bosonica e quelle di superstringa, si evidenziano le connessioni trovate tra queste ed il modello di Palumbo. 
Vengono evidenziate, inoltre, le connessioni trovate tra le azioni delle brane di Dirichlet, precisamente le D3 
e D9-brane ed il modello di Palumbo. Anche per alcune azioni di stringa inerenti il modello cosmologico di 
pre Big-Bang, vengono evidenziate delle connessioni con il modello di Palumbo. Infine, vengono descritte le 
relazioni trovate tra alcune soluzioni solitoniche in teoria di campo di stringa ed alcune equazioni correlate 
alla funzione zeta di Riemann. Viene evidenziato, quindi, come anche per queste ultime è possibile la 
connessione con il modello di Palumbo.  
 
 
 
1.Bosonic String. 
 
 A one-dimensional object will sweep out a two dimensional world-sheet, which can be described in terms of 
two parameters, ),( στµX . The simplest invariant action, the Nambu-Goto action, is proportional to the 
area of the world-sheet. We define the induced metric abh  where indices ,...,ba  run over values ),( στ : 
.µ
µ XXh baab ∂∂=  (a) Then the Nambu-Goto action is ∫=
M
NGNG LddS ,στ (b) 
,)det(
'2
1 2/1
abNG hL −−= piα
(c) where M  denotes the world-sheet. The constant 'α , which has units of 
spacetime-length-squared, is Regge slope. The tension T of the string is related to the Regge slope by 
'2
1
piα
=T . We can simplify the Nambu-Goto action by introducing an independent world-sheet metric 
),( στγ ab . We will take abγ to have Lorentzian signature ( )+−, . The action is 
( )∫ ∂∂−−=
M
ba
ab
p XXddXS ,
'4
1],[ 2/1 µµγγστpiαγ  (d) where .det abγγ = This is the Brink-DiVecchia-
Howe-Deser-Zumino action, or Polyakov action for short. It was found in the course of deriving a 
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generalization with local world-sheet supersymmetry. To see the equivalence to NGS , use the equation of 
motion obtained by varying the metric, 
( )∫ 





−−−=
M
cd
cd
abab
ab
p hhddXS ,2
1
'4
1],[ 2/1 γγδγγστ
piα
γδ γ  (e)  where abh  is again the induced metric 
(a). We have used the general relation for the variation of a determinant,  .abababab δγγγδγγγδ γ −==  
Then 0=pSγδ  implies  .2
1
cd
cd
abab hh γγ=  Dividing this equation by the square root of minus its 
determinant gives  ( ) ( ) ,2/12/1 −− −=− γγ abab hh  so that abγ  is proportional to the induced metric. This in 
turn can be used to eliminate abγ  from the action, 
( )∫ =−−→ ].[
'2
1],[ 2/1 XShddXS NGp στpiαγ  (f) 
The condition that the world-sheet theory be Weyl-invariant is: 
0=== Φβββ µνµν BG   (1.1) , where: 
),(
4
'
'2' 2'ααααβ λωνµλωνµµνµν OHHRG +−∇∇+=  
),('
2
' 2'αα
αβ ωµνωωµνωµν OHHB +Φ∇+∇−=  
).(
24
'
'
2
'
6
26 2'2 ααααβ µνλµνλωω OHHD +−Φ∇Φ∇+Φ∇−−=Φ   
The equation 0=Gµνβ  resembles Einstein’s equation with source terms from the antisymmetric tensor field 
and the dilaton. (Note that the dilaton is the massless scalar with gravitational-strength couplings, found in 
all perturbative string theories). The equation 0=Bµνβ  is the antisymmetric tensor generalization of 
Maxwell’s equation, determining the divergence of the field strength. 
The field equations (1.1) can be derived from the spacetime action: 
S  = ∫ xd
D
2
02
1
κ
(-G) +−−Φ−
'3
)26(2[22/1
α
D
e )]'(4
12
1
αµµ
µνλ
µνλ OHHR +Φ∂Φ∂+−   (1.2) 
The normalization constant 0κ  is not determined by the field equations and has no physical significance 
since it can be changed by a redefinition of Φ . One can verify that: 
∫
ΦΦ−
−−Φ++−−= )]4)(
2
12([)(
'2
1 22/1
2
0
ββδδβδβδ
ακ
δ ωωµνµνµνµνµνµν GBGD GGBGeGxdS   (1.3) 
This is the effective action governing the low energy spacetime fields. It is often useful to make a field 
redefinition of the form: 
),()](2exp[)(~ xGxxG µνµν ω=   (1.4), which is a spacetime Weyl transformation. The Ricci scalar 
constructed from µνG
~
 is: 
])1)(2()1(2)[2exp(~ 2 ωωωω µµ ∂∂−−−∇−−−= DDDRR   (1.5) 
For the special case 2=D , this is the Weyl transformation  ).2( 22/1'2/1' ω∇−= RgRg  
Let )2/()(2 0 −Φ−Φ= Dω  and define 0~ Φ−Φ=Φ  (1.6), which has vanishing expectation value. The 
action becomes: 
S = ∫ ∂
−
−−+
−
−−
−Φ−−Φ
µ
µνλ
µνλακ 2
4~
12
1~
'3
)26(2[)~(
2
1 )2/(~8)2/(~42/1
2 D
HHeReDGXd DDD
)],'(~~~ αµ O+Φ∂Φ  (1.7). In terms of µνG~ , the gravitational Lagrangian density takes the standard Hilbert 
form 22/1 2/~)~( κRG− . The constant 00 Φ= eκκ is the observed gravitational coupling constant, which in 
 3 
nature has the value 118
2/1
2/1 )1043,2()8()8( −=== GeVx
M
G
p
N
pi
piκ . Commonly, µνG  is called the “sigma 
model metric” or “string metric”, and µνG
~
 the “Einstein metric”. The (1.7) becomes : 
∫ +Φ∂Φ∂
−
−−+
−
−−=
−Φ−−Φ )]'(~~~
2
4~
12
1~
'3
)26(2[)~(
82
1 )2/(~8)2/(~42/1 α
αpi
µ
µ
µνλ
µνλ OD
HHeReDGXd
G
S DDD
N
 (1.8) 
The amplitudes of string, that corresponding at the classical terms in the effective action, would be obtained 
in field theory from the spacetime action TSS + , where S  is the action (1.2) for the massless fields, and 
where  
∫ −∂∂−−=
Φ− 222/126
'
4()(
2
1 TTTGeGxdST ανµ
µν )  (1.9), is the action for the closed string tachyon T . 
(Note that, in string theory, the tachyon is a particle with a negative mass-squared, signifying an instability of 
the vacuum). We take the more general case of 1+= dD  spacetime dimensions with dx  periodic. Since we 
are in field theory we leave D  arbitrary. Parameterize the metric as 
22 )( µµνµµν dxAdxGdxdxGdxdxGds dddNMDMN ++==  (1.10). 
We designate the full D -dimensional metric by DMNG ; the Ricci scalar for the metric (1.10) is:  
µν
µν
σσσ FFeeeRR d
22
4
12 −∇−= −  (1.11), where R  is constructed from MNG  and dR  from µνG . The 
graviton-dilaton action (1.2) becomes: 
∫ =Φ∇Φ∇+−=
Φ− )4()(
2
1 22/1
2
0
1
µ
µ
κ
ReGxdS D  
    = ∫ −Φ∂Φ∂+∂Φ∂−−
+Φ− )
4
144()( 222/12
0
µν
µν
σµ
µ
µ
µ
σ σ
κ
pi FFeReGxdR dd
d hence: 
∫ −Φ∂Φ∂+∂∂−−=
Φ− )
4
14()( 222/12
0
1
µν
µν
σµ
µ
µ
µ σσ
κ
pi FFeReGxdRS dddd
d d
 (1.12) giving kinetic 
terms for all the massless fields. Here dG denotes the determinant of µνG , and in the last line we have 
introduced the effective  d -dimensional dilaton, 2/σ−Φ=Φ d . 
The antisymmetric tensor also gives rise to a gauge symmetry by a generalization of the Kaluza-Klein 
mechanism. Separating MNB  into µνB  and µµ dBA =
'
, the gauge parameter Mζ  separates into a d-
dimensional antisymmetric tensor transformation µζ  and an ordinary gauge invariance dζ (Note that the 
action  
∫ Φ+∂∂+= M ba
abab XRXXXBiXGggdS )]('))()([(
'4
1 2 αεσ
piα
νµ
µνµνσ , where the field )(XBµν  
is the antisymmetric tensor, and the dilaton involves both Φ  and the diagonal part of µνG , is invariant under 
)()()( XXXB µννµµν ζζδ ∂−∂=  which adds a total derivative to the Lagrangian density. This is a 
generalization of the electromagnetic gauge transformation to a potential with two antisymmetric indices. 
The gauge parameter Mζ , above mentioned, is defined in this relation). The gauge field is µdB  and the field 
strength µνdH . The antisymmetric tensor action becomes: 
∫ ∫
−Φ−Φ− +−−=−−= )3~~()(
12
)(
24
1 222/1
2
0
22/1
2
0
2
µν
µν
σµνλ
µνλ
κ
pi
κ
ddd
dMNL
MNLD
D HHeHHeGxdRHHeGxdS d
 (1.13). Here, we have defined +−∂= )(~ νλµνλµµνλ dHABH cyclic permutations. The term proportional to 
the vector potential arises from the inverse metric MNG . It is known as a “Chern-Simons term”, this 
signifying the antisymmetrized combination of one gauge potential and any number of field strengths. 
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The relevant terms from the spacetime action (1.7) concerning an D-brane are: 
∫ Φ∇Φ∇−−= )
~~~
6
1~(~
2
1 26
2
µ
µ
κ
RGXdS  (1.14). Recall that the tilde denotes the Einstein metric. 
The tilded dilaton has been shifted so that its expectation value is zero. In terms of the same variables, the 
relevant terms from the D-brane action  
[ ] 2/11 )'2det( abababppp FBGedTS piαξ ++−−= Φ−+∫ , (with pT  is a constant and  
))(()( ξξξξ µν
νµ
XGXXG baab ∂
∂
∂
∂
= ,  ))(()( ξξξξ µν
νµ
XBXXB baab ∂
∂
∂
∂
=  are the induced metric and 
antisymmetric tensor on the brane) are: 
( )∫ −




 Φ−−= +
2/11 ~det~
12
11
exp ab
p
pp G
pdS ξτ . We have defined 0Φ−= eTppτ ; this is the physical tension 
of the Dp-brane when the background value of the dilaton is 0Φ . To obtain the propagator we expand the 
spacetime action to second order in µνµνµν η−= Gh  and to second order in Φ
~
. Also , we need to choose a 
gauge for the gravitational calculation. The simplest gauge for perturbative calculation is 
0
2
1
ˆˆ
=∂−∂≡ µµνµνµν hhF , where a hat indicates that an index has been raised with the flat space metric 
µνη . 
(Note that an D-brane is a dynamical object on which strings can end. The term is a contraction of “Dirichlet 
brane”. The coordinates of the attached strings satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions in the directions normal 
to the brane and Neumann conditions in the directions tangent to the brane. The mass or tension of a D-brane 
is intermediate between that of an ordinary quantum or a fundamental string and that of “soliton”. The 
soliton is a state whose classical limit is a smooth, localized and topologically nontrivial classical field 
configuration; this includes particle states, which are localized in all directions, as well as extended objects. 
The low energy fluctations of D-branes are described by supersymmetric gauge theory, which is non-Abelian 
for coincident branes). Expanding the action to second order and adding a gauge-fixing term 2ˆ 4/ κνν FF− , 
the spacetime action becomes: 
∫ Φ∂Φ∂+∂∂−∂∂−= )
~~
3
2
2
1(
8
1
ˆ
ˆ
ˆˆ
ˆ
ˆˆ26
2
µ
µ
λ
λ
µν
νµ
λνµ
νλµ
κ
hhhhXdS  (1.15). 
 
2.The oscillation modes of string corresponding to the graviton. 
 
In the paper “Dual Models for Nonhadrons” of J. Scherk and John H. Schwarz of California Institute of 
Technology, published in April 1974, (2) the possibility of describing particles other than adrons (leptons, 
photons, gauge bosons, gravitons, etc.) by a dual model is explored. The Virasoro-Shapiro model is studied, 
interpreting the massless spin-two state of the model as a graviton. 
Both the 26-dimensional Veneziano model (VM) and the 10-dimensional meson-fermion model (MFM) 
have a massless “photon”, the nonplanar Virasoro-Shapiro model (VSM) has a massless “graviton”, and the 
MFM has a massless “lepton”. The VM and the MFM have both been studied and found to yield the Yang-
Mills theory of massless self-interacting vector mesons needed to describe electromagnetism and weak 
interactions. 
 
                                          2.1.Virasoro-Shapiro Model. 
 
The most general action for massless gravitons and scalars with general coordinate invariance, involving no 
more than two derivatives, is: 
( ) ( ) ( )∫





 ∂∂−−= φφφφ
pi
φ νµµν 3214 2
1
16
1 fgRf
G
fgxdS , (2.1) 
where the 1f  are functions, analytic at the origin, subject to the normalization constraints 
1)0()0( 32 == ff . In this equation, g  is the determinant of the metric tensor and R  is the scalar curvature. 
 5 
The first term in the equation (2.1) contains no derivatives, while the second and third each contain two 
derivatives. The form of the action in the equation (2.1) can be simplified by performing a Weyl 
transformation       ( ) 12' −= φµνµν fgg  (2.2). 
Under this transformation g  and R  become:   ( ) 22' −= φfgg  (2.3)  and 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φφφφ
φφφ αα
α
α 22
22
2
22 2
2
'3' ffff
f
DffRR ∂∂+




 ∂
−= , (2.4) 
where αD  represents a covariant derivative. 
Then, the action becomes: 
( )
( )[ ]
( )
( )
( )
( )∫ 













+∂∂−−=
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
14 '
16
3
2
1
16
1
φ
φ
piφ
φφφ
piφ
φ
νµ
µν
f
f
Gf
f
gR
Gf
f
gxdS , where setting 
( ) ( )( )[ ]22
1
1 φ
φφ f
fk =  and ( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
2
2
2
2
3
2
'
16
3






+= φ
φ
piφ
φφ f
f
Gf
fk , we have: 
( ) ( )∫





 ∂∂−−= φφφ
pi
φ νµµν 214 2
1
16
1 kgR
G
kgxdS  (2.5). 
The action can be simplified further by a transformation of φ  itself. Setting ( )[ ]xψφφ = , where the function 
( )ψφ  satisfies the differential equation ( ) ( ) 1' 22 =φφ k , gives an action of the form in the equation (2.5) with 
( )φ2k  replaced by one and ( )φ1k  by a new function ( )φd . Therefore the first order terms in 'α  are 
completely determined and it only remains to evaluate the zeroth order terms. The absence of constant and 
linear terms implies that in tree approximation the multigraviton amplitudes must be precisely those of 
general relativity, as given by the Hilbert-Einstein action (the second term in the equation (2.5)). The 
vanishing of ( )φd  means that there is no cosmological term in the multigraviton interactions, whereas the 
vanishing of ( )0'd , implies that multigraviton amplitudes cannot contain scalar poles. To first order in the 
zero-slope expansion the action become: 
∫





 ∂∂+−= φφ
pi
νµ
µνgR
G
gxdS
2
1
16
14
 (2.6). 
There is a TSS (1 tensor and two scalars) interaction in which the graviton couples to the energy momentum 
tensor of the φ  field. Furthermore, all pure scalar self-interactions terms vanish identically. The 
graviton+gauge boson interactions have to be both Yang-Mills invariant and generally covariant. Therefore 
the unique action for these fields to first order in 'α  is: 
[ ]∫ ∫−−= ρσµνµσµρpi GGTrgggxdRgxdGS 44 8
1
16
1
 (2.7). (Note that “Tr” denote the trace of matrix 
square). 
 
                       2.2.Interaction of the Scalar Field with Matter. 
 
Before to write the action, is useful to recall that the scalar field couples in all orders to the trace of the stress 
tensor of matter, as predicted by the Brans-Dicke theory. The parameter ω  in the Brans-Dicke theory, which 
fixes the relative strength of scalar and tensor couplings with matter, is determined by the dual models. The 
action, for the Brans-Dicke theory takes the form: 
( ) ( )∫ 



−−−∂∂−∂∂−−= φψφψφφ
pi
νµ
µν
νµ
µν cmcgg
G
RgxdS 2exp
2
1
exp
2
1
2
1
16
224
, (2.8) 
where .
23
16
ω+
=
G
c  ψ  is a scalar field that has been introduced to represent matter. One can easily show 
that this action gives the equation of motion:  
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   µνω
piφ TG
23
4
+
=   (2.9), where µνT  is the canonical matter stress tensor obtained by varying µνg . In this 
theory the exchange of a graviton and a scalar between two ψ  particles is given by:  






+
+





− ννµµννµµµνµν ω
pi
pi '
23
4
'
2
1
'812 TT
GTTTTG
q
. (2.10) 
One sees that in the dual model, the last two terms of the equation (2.10) cancel exactly, which would 
correspond to 1−=ω  in the Brans-Dicke model. Then, if 
ω
pi
23
16
+
=
G
c , for 1−=ω  we have Gc pi16=  
and (2.8) become: 
( ) ( )∫  −−∂∂−∂∂−−= φpiψφpiψψφφpi νµµννµµν GmGggGRgxdS 162exp2116exp212116 224  
(2.11). 
In conclusion, the action representing the VM to first order in 'α  contains photon, graviton, and scalar 
fields. It is described by the equation: 
( ) ( )∫ 


 ∂∂−−−= φφφ
pi
νµ
µν
ρσµν
νσµρ gfGGTrgg
G
RgxdS
2
1
8
1
16
26
 (2.12), where 
( ) ...,1 ++= φφ kf  and Gk pi8
6
5
= . If the scalar couplings are given by the Brans-Dicke theory, then 
( )φf  should be ( ).exp φk  
 
3.Superstrings. 
 
The superstring action is obtained introducing a supersymmetry on the world-sheet that connect the 
spacetime coordinates ( ),,στµX  that are bosonic fields on the world-sheet, at a fermionic partner 
( ).,στµαΨ  The index µ  denote that the fermionic coordinate changes as a vector, whose components are 
spinors on the world-sheet. The theory obtained is defined “superstring theory”, and the corresponding action 
is: 
[ ]∫ 





−∂ΓΓ−∇Γ−∂∂−−= ,
4'4
1
µν
ννµνµνµ ηψχψχψψγγτσ
piα bb
ab
aa
a
ba
ab iXiiXXddS  (3.1) 
where aχ  is a Majorana gravitino and, as ,abγγ− is a Lagrange multiplier without dynamic. The action 
can be simplified selecting the equivalent of bosonic conformal gauge, defined superconformal gauge,  
,
φηγ eabab =  ,ζχ aa Γ=  (3.2) and to make us the identity of bidimensionals gamma matrices 
,0=ΓΓΓ aba  the action become 
( )∫ ∂Γ−∂∂−= ,
'4
1
µν
νµνµ ηψψητσ
piα a
a
ba
ab iXXddS  (3.3) the action of D  scalar fields and D  
fermionic fields free. We have two preserved currents, the energy-momentum tensor, obtained of the change 
of metric on the world-sheet 
( ) 0
2
1
'2
1
4'
1
=




 ∂Γ+∂∂+




 ∂Γ+∂Γ+∂∂−= µµµµµµµµ ψψηα
ψψ
α
XXiXXT c
c
ababbabaab , (3.4) 
and the supercurrent, obtained by varying the gravitino, 
.0
'2
1
=∂ΓΓ= µµψα
XJ b
aba
 (3.5) 
The equations (3.4) and (3.5) are constraints of superstring theory. These are called “super-Virasoro” 
constraints. 
 
3.1.Superstring Interactions. 
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a)Type IIA superstring. 
 
The action of type IIA superstring is: 
 
,CSRNSIIA SSSS ++=  (3.6) 
( )∫ 





−Φ∂Φ∂+−= Φ− ,
2
14
2
1 2
3
22/110
2
10
HReGxdS NS
µ
µ
κ
 (3.7) 
( )∫  +−−= ,
~
4
1 2
4
2
2
2/110
2
10
FFGxdSR
κ
 (3.8) 
∫ ∧∧−= .4
1
4422
10
FFBSCS
κ
 (3.9) 
We have regrouped terms according to whether the fields are in the NS-NS or R-R sector of the string 
theory; the Chern-Simons action contains both. 
[The NS-NS (Neveu-Schwarz) states in type I and type II superstring theories, are the bosonic closed string 
states whose left- and right-moving parts are bosonic. The R-R (Ramond-Ramond) states in type I and type 
II superstring theories, are the bosonic closed string states whose left- and right-moving parts are fermionic. 
The Chern-Simons term, is a term in the action which involves p-form potentials as well as field strengths. 
Such a term is gauge-invariant as a consequence of the Bianchi identity and/or the modification of the p-form 
gauge transformation]. 
 
b)Type IIB superstring. 
 
The action of type IIB superstring is: 
 
,CSRNSIIB SSSS ++=  (3.10) 
( )∫ 





−Φ∂Φ∂+−= Φ− ,
2
14
2
1 2
3
22/110
2
10
HReGxd
k
S NS
µ
µ  (3.11) 
( )∫ 





++−−= ,
~
2
1~
4
1 2
5
2
3
2
1
2/110
2
10
FFFGxdSR
κ
 (3.12) 
∫ ∧∧−= ,4
1
3342
10
FHCSCS
κ
 (3.13) 
where   ,~ 333 HCFF O ∧−=  (3.14) and .2
1
2
1~
323255 FBHCFF ∧+∧−=  (3.15) 
 
c)Type I superstring. 
 
The action of type I superstring is: 
 
OCI SSS +=  (3.16) 
( ) ( )∫ −Φ∂Φ∂+−= Φ− ],~2
14[
2
1 2
3
22/110
2
10
FReGxdSC
µ
µ
κ
 (3.17) 
( ) ( )∫ Φ−−−= .2 1 222/110210 FTreGxdgS vO (3.18) 
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The open string potential and field strength are written as matrix-valued forms 1A  and 2F , which are in the 
vector representation as indicated by the subscript on the trace. Here   ,~ 32
10
2
10
23 ω
κ
g
dCF −=  (3.19) and 3ω  is 
the Chern-Simons 3-form .
3
2
111113 





∧∧−∧= AAAidAATrvω  (3.20)  
Under an a ordinary gauge transformation ],,[ 11 λλδ AidA −=  the Chern-Simons form transforms as 
( ).13 dAdTrv λδω =  (3.21) Thus it must be that ( ).12
10
2
10
2 dATrg
C v λ
κδ =  (3.22) 
Hence the equation (3.17) becomes: 
( ) [ ( ) ]
2
111112
10
2
10
2
22/110
2
10 3
2
2
14
2
1
∫ 





∧∧−∧−−Φ∂Φ∂+−= Φ− AAAidAATr
g
dCReGxdS vC
κ
κ
µ
µ  
(3.23) 
 
d)Heterotic strings. 
 
The heterotic strings have the same supersymmetry as the type I string and so we expect the same action. 
However, in the absence of open strings or R-R fields the dilaton dependence should be Φ−2e  throughout: 
( ) [ ( ) ]∫ −−Φ∂Φ∂+−= Φ− .~21421 22210
2
102
3
22/110
2
10
FTr
g
HReGxdS vhet
κ
κ
µ
µ  (3.24) 
Here 
,
~
32
10
2
10
23 ω
κ
g
dBH −=   ( )12
10
2
10
2 dATrg
B v λ
κδ =  (3.25) are the same as in the type I string, with the form 
renamed to reflect the fact that it is from the NS sector. 
 
4.D-brane actions. 
 
The coupling of a D-brane to NS-NS closed string fields is the same Dirac-Born-Infeld action as in the 
bosonic string, 
( )[ ]{ }∫ ++−−= Φ−+ ,'2det 2/11 abababppDp FBGeTrdS piαξµ  (4.1) 
where abG  and abB  are the components of the spacetime NS-NS fields parallel to the brane and abF  is the 
gauge field living on the brane.  
The gravitational coupling is ( ) 4272 '2
2
1
αpiκ g= . (4.2) Expanding the action (4.1) gives 
the coupling of the Yang-Mills theory on the Dp-brane, 
( ) ( ) .'2'2
1 2/)3(2
2
2 −−
==
pp
p
Dp gg αpi
τpiα
  (4.3) 
The Born-Infeld form for the gauge action applies by T-duality to the type I theory, is: 
( ) ( )[ ] }{∫ +−−= ,'2det'2 1 2/11022 µνµν piαηpiα FxTrdgS YM  (4.4) where for the relations (4.2) and (4.3) we 
have the type I relation  ( ) '22 2/72 αpi
κ
=
YMg
 (type I) (4.5) 
Another low energy action with many applications is that for a Dp-brane and Dp’-brane. There are three 
kinds of light strings: p-p, p-p’, and p’-p’, with ends on the respective D-branes. We will consider explicitly 
the case p=5 and p’=9. The massless content of the 5-9 spectrum amounts to half of a hypermultiplet. The 
other half comes from strings of opposite orientation, 9-5. The action is fully determined by supersymmetry 
and the charges; we write the bosonic part: 
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( )∫ ∫ ∫ ∑ 





+−−−=
=
.
2
''
4
1
4
1 3
1
2
2
566
2
5
10
2
9 A
j
A
iji
DMN
MN
D
MN
MN
D
g
DDxdFxFd
g
FxFd
g
S χσχχχ ιµιµ  (4.6) 
The integrals run respectively over the 9-brane and the 5-brane, with ,9,...,0=M ,5,...,0=µ  and 
.9,...,6=m  The covariant derivative is µµµµ 'iAiAD −+∂=  with µA  and µ'A  the 9-brane and 5-brane 
gauge fields. The field iχ  is a doublet describing the hypermultiplet scalars. The 5-9 strings have one 
endpoint on each D-brane so χ  carries charges +1 and -1 under the respective symmetries. The gauge 
couplings Dpg  were given in equation (4.3). 
 
5.Mathematics concerning the parallelism between Palumbo’s model and string theory. 
 
We take now the relationship of Palumbo’s model: ∫
∞
=
0
ii dFFF  (5.1)   Here F  denotes the initial energy 
present at the Big Bang explosion (the explosion of initial black hole) and iF  all the partial waves belonging 
to F  (12)-(13). For the parallelism found between Palumbo’s model and string theory, F  is the oscillation 
mode of a bosonic string having mass equal to zero (graviton) and iF  are the oscillation modes of 
supersymmetric strings. Then, we have from the equations (d) and (3.1): 
∫
∞
=
0
ii dFFF    ->  ∫ ∫ ∫
∞
−−=∂∂−−
M
ba
ab ddXXdd
0 '4
1
'4
1 γτσ
piα
γγστ
piα µ
µ
 
                         µν
ννµνµνµ ηψψχψψγ 











−∂ΓΓ−∇Γ−∂∂ bbabaaabaab X
iXiiXX
4
 (5.2) 
This equation for the equations (1.15) and (3.24) can be defined also 
 
( )∫ ∫ ∫
∞
Φ−
−=




 Φ∂Φ∂+∂∂−∂∂−
0
22/110
2
10
ˆ
ˆ
ˆˆ
ˆ
ˆˆ26
2 2
1~~
3
2
2
1
8
1
eGxdhhhhXd
κκ
µ
µ
λ
λ
µν
νµ
λνµ
νλµ  
( )





−−Φ∂Φ∂+ 222
10
2
102
3
~
2
14 FTr
g
HR v
κµ
µ  (5.3) 
and for the equation (2.12) of Scherck-Schwarz theory, we have: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∫
∞
Φ−
−=


 ∂∂−−−−
0
22/110
2
10
26
2
1
2
1
8
1
16
eGxdgfGGTrgg
G
Rgxd
κ
φφφ
pi νµ
µν
ρσµν
νσµρ
 
( )





−−Φ∂Φ∂+ 222
10
2
102
3
~
2
14 FTr
g
k
HR ν
µ
µ  (5.4), where the sign minus indicates the expansion force: i.e. 
the Einstein cosmological constant. 
With regard the D-branes the equation that is related to iF , thus to the supersymmetric action is (see eq.4.4) 
( ) ( )[ ] }{∫ +−−= 2/11022 '2det'2 1 µνµν piαηpiα FxTrdgS YM , while the equation related to F , thus to the 
bosonic action is (see eq.4.1) 
( )[ ]{ }∫ ++−−= Φ− 2/1262525 '2det abababD FBGeTrdS piαξµ . Thus, for parallelism Palumbo’s model -> 
string theory, we have: 
( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }∫ ∫∫ +−−=++−−
∞
Φ− 2/110
22
0
2/126
25 '2det
'2
1
'2det µνµν piαη
piα
piαξµ FxTrd
g
FBGeTrd
YM
ababab
(5.5) 
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6.Further correlations between Palumbo’s model and D-brane actions. 
 
a) First order action for type IIB Dirichlet 3-brane. 
 
Now we want to discuss a new first order action for type IIB Dirichlet 3-brane (3). Its form is inspired by the 
superfield equations of motions obtained from the generalized action principle. The action involves auxiliary 
symmetric spin tensor fields.  
The original D-brane action is of Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type: 
( )∫ +−−= +
0
,det1
M
mnmn
p
DBI FgdI ξ  (6.1) where nmmnmmmn XXg ∂∂= η  is the induced metric, and the 
field mnF  are the components of the 2-form field strength  ,nm
nm FdddAF ξξ ∧==     .mm AdA ξ=  (6.2) 
The moving frame action for the bosonic Dp-brane in flat D=10 space-time reads 
( )∫
+
++ +=
1
1
1
0
1
pM
ppD LLS  (6.3)  ( ) ( )ababaa
aa
p FEEp
L
p
p +−∧∧
+
=+ ηε det...!1
1
...
0
1 0
0
 (6.4) 




∧−∧=
−+ ab
ab
pp FEEdAQL 2
1
1
1
1  (6.5) In (6.4) 1−pQ  is the Lagrange Multiplier ( )−−1p form,  
( ) ( )ξξ amma udXE =  (6.6) is the pull-back of the ( )1−p  components of a target space vielbein form 
( )pipaam −==== 9,...,1;,...,0;9,...,0;9,...,0   
( )iaamma EEudXE ,==  (6.7) which is related to the holonomic vielbein mdX  by a Lorentz rotation 
parametrized by the matrix ( ) ( ) ( ) abbnmnamimamam uuSOuuu ηη =⇔∈= 9,1,  (6.8) 
The moving frame action for strings and for type I p-branes can be written as 
( )∫ ∧∧+= + ....!1
1
...
'
0
0
1
p
p
p aa
aa
MI
EE
p
S ε  (6.9)  However, its original form was the first order with respect 
to the X  variable 
( )∫ 




∧∧∧
+
−∧∧∧= +
p
p
p
p
p aa
aaa
aa
aaa
MI eeep
eeE
p
S
......
'
0
10
0
10
1 ...!1
1
...
!
1
εε  (6.10)  where 
( )ξξ amma ede =  is the (auxiliary) world volume vielbein 1-form field. For the case of a type IIB 3-brane, an 
adequate choice of the matrix m is given by ( ) ( ) ( ).~
1 FFTr
FzFz
m ba
b
a
b
a σσδ +=  (6.11)  In the trace of 
(6.11) ,F F  are spinor representations for the selfdual and the anti-selfdual part of the tensor abF  
( ) ,~
4 αββααβ
σσ ba
abFiFF ==   ( ) ,~
4 αβαββα
σσ
&&&&&& ba
abFiFF −==  (6.12) 
,22~ βα
β
α
β
α
β
α
ββ
αα
ββ
αα δδσσ FFFF baba
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
+=≡   ,22 βα
β
α
β
α
β
α
ββ
αα δδ FFF
&
&
&
&
&
&
−=∗  (6.13) 
and the scalar factors z  and its complex conjugate z  are expressed through the abF  tensor as 
( ) ,det
8
1
2
1






+−++= FFFiz cdab
abcd ηε  (6.14) 
The action for the D3-brane can be represented as       ( )∫ += + ,14'04' 3 31 LLS MD  (6.15)  where 
( ) ( ) 





∧∧∧−∧∧∧+−= − abcd
dcba
abcd
dcba
a
a
abab eeeeeeemEFmL εεη !4*3
1
!3*3
1detdet '1''04  
(6.16)  can be obtained from (6.10) if one replaces ae  by abbme , includes an overall multiplier 
( )F+− ηdet  and uses the identities 
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( ),det
''''''''
mmmmm dcba
d
d
c
c
b
b
a
aabcd εε =     ( ) ,det '''''1''' dcbaaaddccbbabcd mmmmm εε −=  
The second term in the functional (6.15)  ( )( ) ,2
1
2
2
2
1
4 





∧−−∧=
−
ab
ab FEEBdAeQL
φ
 (6.17) corresponds 
to (6.5), but with the dependence on dilaton ( )( )ξφφ X=  and NS-NS 2-form background field 
( )XBdXdXB nmnm ∧= 2
1
2  restored. 
The superfield (embedding) equations for type II super-D3-brane include the symmetric spin tensor 
(super)fields αβh , βα &&h . They are expressed in terms of anti-selfdual and selfdual components αβF  and βα &&F  
of the antisymmetric tensor abF  by   ( ) ,
1 αβ
αβ FFz
h =   ( ) ,
1
βαβα &&&& FFz
h =  (6.18) where the functions ,z  z  
are defined in eq.(6.14). The expression (6.11) for the matrix m  simplifies when written in the terms of 
these spin tensors 
( ),~
2
1 hhSpm ba
b
a
b
a σσδ +=  ⇔  ( ).2~ βαβαβαβαββααββαα δδσσ &&&&&&&& hhmm baba +=≡  (6.19) 
From eqs.(6.14) we have   ( ),det1 Fzz +−+=+ η   cdababcd FFizz ε8=−  (6.20)  whereas from 
eqs.(6.12) and (6.18) we obtain  
,*
2
1
4
2222 hzhzFFFFi baabcdab
abcd
−=≡ε     ,
2
1 2222 hzhzFF baab −−=  (6.21)   with the 
abbreviations   ,2 αβαβ hhh ≡   .2 βαβα
&&
&&
hhh ≡  (6.22)  These relations and the identity  
( )
2
8
1
2
11det 





−−≡+− cdab
abcdba
ab FFFFF εη  can be used to write the product of z  with z  (6.14) as 
( )( ) ( ) .2
8
1det14 2222
2
2
hzhzzzFFFzz cdab
abcd +++=





++−+= εη  (6.23) 
From the second eq.(6.20) together with (6.21) and replacing the first eq.(6.20) by (6.23) we arrive at 
( ),
2
1 2222 hzhzzz −=−    ( ).,
2
12 2222 hzhzzzzz +−=+  (6.24) 
The sum and the difference of these equations are homogeneous in z  and z , respectively. Thus for 
nonvanishing z  we can extract a system of linear equations for z  and z  
,
2
11 2 zhz −=      ,
2
11 2 zhz −=   (6.25)  with the solution    ,
4
11
2
11
22
2
hh
h
z
−
+
=   .
4
11
2
11
22
2
hh
h
z
−
+
=   (6.26) 
Substituting (6.26) into (6.18) we obtain the expression for the selfdual and anti-selfdual parts (6.12) of abF  
and, hence, for the whole tensor abF  from (6.13). The expression for the DBI-like square root can be 
obtained directly from eqs.(6.26) and (6.20): 
( )F+− ηdet =
4
1
2
1
2
1
22
22
hh
hh
−






+





+
 (6.27) 
The inverse matrix 1−m  and the determinant ( )mdet  are  ( ) ( ) ,det
1
~
2
11
m
hhSpm ba
b
a
b
a 





−=
− σσδ  (6.28) 
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( ) .
4
1det
222






−=
hh
m  (6.29)  
Eq.(6.28) can be obtained directly from the spinor representation for the matrix m  (6.19) while the simplest 
way to obtain (6.29) is to use a special gauge, where only two of the components of the tensor abF   
,01 += fF   −= fF34  (6.30) are nonvanishing. Substituting (6.27), (6.28), (6.29), into (6.15), (6.16), (6.17) 
we arrive at      ( ),'14'04' 3 31 LLS MD += ∫ +   (6.31) 
,
4
1
2
1
~
2
1
!3*3
2
1
2
1
22
''
'
22
'0
4 





∧∧∧





−−∧∧∧





−






+





+
= abcd
dcba
abcd
dcaaa
a
a eeee
hh
eeehhE
hh
L εεσσδ αβαααβββα
&
&&
&
(6.32) 
( )( )






















++





+∧−−





−∧= βα
β
α
β
α
β
αββ
αα δδ hhhhEEBdAhhQL
2
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
22
2
22
'
2
'1
4
&
&
&
&&
&
, (6.33) 
where, in addiction to (6.22) the bispinor representation for the vielbein indices ααααα σ && aEE ~=  are used. We 
recall that ,βααβ hh =  αββα &&&& hh =  are auxiliary symmetric spin tensor fields replacing abF . The functional 
(6.31), (6.32), (6.33) is the result for the first order action for the type IIB D3-brane. 
 
b) A supersymmetric action functional describing the interaction of the fundamental superstring with the 
D=10, type IIB Dirichlet super-9-brane (4). 
 
The geometric action for the super-D9-brane in flat D=10, type IIB superspace is 
( )∫ ∫ ++== WZMM LLLLS 1011001010 1010  (6.34), where   FL +Π= ∧ η10010  (6.35)  with  
( ),det mnmn FF +−≡+ ηη   ( ) ,...!10
1
101
101 ...
10 mm
mm Π∧∧Π≡Π
∧ ε  (6.36)  
.
2
1
28
1
10 




 Π∧Π−−∧= nm
nm FBdAQL  (6.37)  
( )xAdxA mm=  is the gauge field inherent to the Dirichlet branes, 2B  represents the NS-NS gauge field with 
flat superspace value ( ) 221122112 ΘΘ∧ΘΘ+ΘΘ−ΘΘ∧Π= mmmmm ddddiB σσσσ  (6.38)  and field 
strength    ( ).221123 Θ∧Θ−Θ∧Θ∧Π== ddddidBH mmm σσ  (6.39)  The Wess-Zumino Lagrangian 
form is the same as the one appearing in the standard formulation 
1010
2 CeL FWZ ∧= ,    nn CC 2
5
0=⊕= ,    
n
n
F F
n
e ∧
=
⊕= 2
5
0 !
1
2
,   (6.40) 
where the formal sum of the RR superforms ...20 ++= CCC  and of the external powers of the 2-form 
22 BdAF −≡  (6.41) is used and 10  means the restriction to the 10-superform input. 
The equations of motions from the geometric action (6.34)-(6.37) split into the algebraic ones obtained from 
the variation of auxiliary fields 8Q  and mnF  
,
2
1
22 nm
nm FBdAF Π∧Π≡−≡  (6.42)   ( ) nmnm FFQ 188 −∧ ++Π= ηη  (6.43)  and the dynamical ones 
0788 =+
−DWZdLdQ , (6.44)    ( ) ( ) .01219 =Θ−Θ∧++Π −∧ νρρνµνσηη hddFF nmnm  (6.45) 
Turning back to the fermionic equations (6.45), let us note that after decomposition 
,
12 νν
ρ
ρν
m
mhdd ΨΠ=Θ−Θ  (6.46)  where  νρ
ρνν hmmm
12 Θ∇−Θ∇=Ψ   (6.47)  and m∇  defined by 
m
m
m
mdxd ∇Π=∂= , one arrives for (6.45) at 
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( ) ,0110 =+Ψ+Π− −∧ mnmk FFi ηση νµν   ⇔   ( ) .01 =+Ψ − mnmk Fησ νµν  (6.48) 
In order to represent the kinetic term −−++ ∧≡ ∫∫ ++ EEL MM ˆˆ2
1
ˆ
1111 0  as an integral over the D9-brane world 
volume too, we have to introduce of the harmonic fields in the whole 10-dimensional space or in the D9-
brane world volume 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )xuxuxuxu immmam ,, −−++≡  ∈   ( )9,1SO   and  ( )−+= I qI q vvv &µµαµ ,   ∈   ( )9,1Spin  
Such a “lifting” of the harmonics to the super-D9-brane worldvolume creates the fields of an auxiliary ten 
dimensional ( ) ( ) ( )( )8*1,1/9,1 SOSOSO  “sigma model”. The only restriction for these new fields is that they 
should coincide with the “stringy” harmonics on the worldsheet: 
           
( )( ) ( ),ˆ ξξ ++++ = mm uxu   ( )( ) ( ),ˆˆ ξξ −−−− = mm uxu   ( )( ) ( )ξξ imim uxu ˆ=   (6.49) 
( )( ) ( )ξξ αµαµ vxv ˆ=   : 
           ( )( ) ( ),ˆ ξξ µµ ++ = I qI q vxv    ( )( ) ( )ξξ µµ −− = I qI q vxv && ˆ   (6.50) 
In this manner we arrive at the full supersymmetric action describing the coupled system of the open 
fundamental superstring interacting with the super-D9-brane: 
( )∫ =∧+∧+= AdJLJLS IIBM 881010  
   = ( )∫ 





∧+




 Π∧Π−−∧++−Π ∧ 1028
10
2
1det10 CeFBdAQF FmnnmmnmnM η  
  + ∫ ∫ ∧+





−∧∧ −−++ AdJBEEJ MM 828 1010 2
1
  (6.51) 
Also the equations (6.31)-(6.33) and (6.51) can be connected at the Palumbo’s model, precisely at the iF , 
thus at the superstring action. Then, taking the expression obtained from parallelism between Palumbo’s 
model and string theory and putting, in the right hand, type IIB action, from equations (2.12) and (3.10)-
(3.13) we have: 
( ) ( )∫ =


 ∂∂−−−− φφφ
pi
νµ
µν
ρσµν
νσµρ gfGGTrgg
G
Rgxd
2
1
8
1
16
26
 
= −





++−−





−Φ∂Φ∂+− ∫∫∫
Φ−
∞ 2
5
2
3
2
1
10
2
10
2
3
210
2
100
~
2
1~
4
1
2
14
2
1 FFFGxdHReGxd
κκ
µ
µ  
∫ ∧∧− 3342
104
1 FHC
κ
 ⇒  
⇒ 


+∧∧∧





−






+





+
∫ + abcd
dcaa
a
a
a
a
M eeehhE
hh
εσσδ αβαααβββ
&
&&
&
''
'
22
~
2
1
!3*3
2
1
2
1
31  
] ( )( )


∧−−





−∧+∧∧∧





−− ββ
ααε &
& EEBdAhhQeeeehh abcddcba 4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
2
22
'
2
2
2
 
]












++





+ βα
β
α
β
α
β
α δδ h
hhh
2
1
2
1
22
&
&
&
&
  (6.52)  and 
( ) ( ) =


 ∂∂−−−− ∫ φφφpi νµ
µν
ρσµν
νσµρ gfGGTrgg
G
Rgxd
2
1
8
1
16
26
 
= ∫ ∫∫ −





++−−





−Φ∂Φ∂+− Φ−
∞ 2
5
2
3
2
1
10
2
10
2
3
210
2
100
~
2
1~
4
1
2
14
2
1 FFFGxdHReGxd
κκ
µ
µ  
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∫ ∧∧− 3342
104
1 FHC
κ
⇒  
⇒ ( ) +





∧+




 Π∧Π−−∧++−Π ∧∫ 1028
10
2
1det10 CeFBdAQF FmnnmmnmnM η  
  + AdJBEEJ MM ∧+




−∧∧ ∫∫
−−++
828 1010 2
1
  (6.53) 
With regard to the geometrical formulation of gravity, concerning the higher spins gauge theory (6), the 
MacDowell and Mansouri action is: 
( )∫ −− ++Λ−= .444 1 4242 dcbacdbacdababcdMM eeeeLReeLRRxdS σρνµρσνµρσµνµνρσ εεκ  (6.54) 
In this equation the last two terms represent the Einstein-Hilbert gravitational action with cosmological 
constant 0≠Λ . 
With regard to the linear “unfolded” theory, concerning always higher spins gauge theory, we have the 
following equations: 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ++=∗ ,exp21 444 βαβαpi VCUiVYQUYVPUddYQP  (6.55)  where VUY ,,  are Majorana 
spinors of ( )2,3so  so that ( ),, ααα &yyY =  while C  is the conjugation charge matrix, 
( )βααβαβ ε
ε
&&0
0
=C .  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −−=∗ ,2 4
44
VQUPeVUddYQYP VYCUYi
β
αβ
α
pi
 (6.56)  that lead to the (6.55) through the variables 
exchange YVVYUU +→+→ , , and 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ +−+++=∗ .exp,,2
1
,
44
4
α
α
α
α
pi
&
&
vuvuiVZVYQUZUYVPUddZYQP   (6.57) 
These equations (concerning the higher spins theory, where the cosmological constant 0≠Λ ) are related 
with the last term of expression (6.52), thus at the first order action for the type IIB D3-brane, and justifies 
the sign minus regarding the expansion force in the equation representing the bosonic string action 
(concerning the graviton, i.e. eq.(2.12)). 
 
7.Correlations between Palumbo’s model and some string actions concerning the Pre-Big Bang cosmology. 
 
The string effective action is determined by the usual requirement that the string motion is conformally 
invariant at the quantum level. The fundamental point is the (non-linear) sigma model describing the 
coupling of a closed string to external metric µνg , scalar φ , and antisymmetric tensor µνB  fields. In the 
bosonic sector the action reads: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ 



−+∂∂+∂∂−−= xRxBxxxgxxdS jiijjiij φγαεγγξ
piα µν
νµ
µν
νµ 22
2
'
'4
1
. (7.1) 
Here ,'2 2sλpiα =   ,/ ii ξ∂∂≡∂  and iξ  are the coordinates spanning the two-dimensional string world-sheet 
( )2,1, =ji , whose induced metric is ( )ξγ ik . The coordinates ( )ξµµ xx =  are the fields determining the 
embedding of the string world-sheet in the external space (target space), ijε  is the two-dimensional Levi-
Civita tensor density, and ( ) ( )γ2R  is the scalar curvature for the world-sheet metric γ . 
The (d+1)-dimensional effective action  
( )∫ 



−∇+−= −+
−
221
1 12
1
2
1
µνα
φ φλ HRegxdS
d
d
s
, (7.2)  is the starting point for the formulation of a 
string-theory-compatible cosmology in the small-curvature and weak-coupling regime, ,1' <<Rα  12 <<sg . 
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The matter action is given by the sum over all components of the string distribution,  ∑= i
i
stringsm SS , 
where we use the action (7.1), and we choose the conformally flat gauge for the world-sheet metric (i.e. 
,0=ijγ  ( ) 02 =R ): 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ −+−×−−= ++ xBXXXXxgXXXXddXxxdS ddstring µννµνµµννµνµτστσδpiα &&&& ''''11 ,'4
1
(7.3) 
Here σ  and τ  are the world-sheet coordinates, τddXX /=&  and σddXX /'= . 
Pre-Big Bang evolution of the Universe can be described in terms of the low-energy, tree-level action of 
string theory (5). Taking a generic closed superstring theory, this reads 
( ) 


 Λ−−∂∂+−= −+− ∫ 212
1
2
1 211 dBgRegxdS dds φφλ νµµνφ , (7.4) 
where dB  is the (three-form) field strength associated with the antisymmetric tensor µνB .  
Equation (7.4) receives corrections either when curvatures become ( )2−sO λ , or when the coupling φe  
becomes ( )1O . In general, this is done by defining    ( )01
2
~
φφ
µνµν
−
−
=
degg . (7.5)  Using the Einstein 
metric g~ , the result for the action (7.4) is simply: 
( ) ( )∫ 





−∂∂
−
−−=
−
−
+− 21
4
11
12
1
1
1
2
1 dBe
d
RgxdS dEddP
φµ
µ φφλ , (7.6)  where 11 0 −− = dsdP e λλ φ  is the 
present value of the Planck length, if we take 0φ  to coincide with the present (constant) value of the dilaton. 
The computation of the spectrum according to the theory of cosmological perturbations requires the choice 
of the “frame”, i.e. of the basic set of fields used to parametrize the action. In the S-frame, and in d+1 
dimensions, the gravidilaton effective action takes the form: 
( )[ ]∫ ∇+−= −+− 2112 1 φωλ µφ RegxdS dds . (7.7)      Consider the field redefinition gg ~→  performed 
with the help of a new scalar variable ψ :     ψµνµν egg ~= . (7.8)    By expressing the scalar curvature R  in 
terms of g~ , the action (7.7) becomes 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫  ∇+∇
−
+∇+−=
−
+−
+
−
2222
1
1
1
~~
4
1~~
~
2
1 φωψψ
λ µµ
ψφ dddRegxdS
d
d
d
s
, (7.8) 
where the tilde denotes geometrical quantities computed with respect to g~ . By setting 
( )( )1/, −−>= ddconst ωω :   ( ) φψ 21 =−d ,  ( )
2/1
2
122~




−
−+
=
d
dd ωφφ , (7.9) and neglecting a total 
derivative, we are led eventually to the E-frame action of general relativity for the new variables φ~,~g : 
( )  ∇+−= ∫ +−
21
1
~~
2
1~
~
2
1 φλ µRgxdS
d
d
s
. (7.10) 
The second-order action for tensor perturbations in a cosmological background, can be easily generalized to 
the S-frame and to the (d+1)-dimensional, Bianchi-I-type metric background, starting from the unperturbed, 
low energy gravidilaton string effective action (in units 12 1 =−dsλ ): 
( )[ ]21 φµφ ∂+−−= −++∫ RegxdS nd  ,  (7.11)  and considering the transverse, trace-free variable µνh , 
defined by the first-order perturbation   ( ) 01 =φδ , ( ) µνµνδ hg =1 ,  ( ) µνµνδ hg −=1  and  νµνµν hh ==∇ 0  , 
we expand to order 2h  the controvariant components of the metric,  ( ) µνµνδ hg −=1 ,  ( ) ναµαµνδ hhg =2  , 
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(7.12)  the volume density,   ( ) 01 =− gδ ,  ( ) µνµνδ hhgg −−=− 4
12
, (7.13)  and so on for ( ) µνδ R1 ,  
( )
µνδ R2 . The second-order perturbed action has then contributions from g− , R  and µνg : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ ∂∂−+−−= −++ φφδδδ νµµνφ ggRgxedS nd 2212 . (7.14)  Integrating by parts, using the 
unperturbed equations of motion, and neglecting total derivative terms, we obtain the quadratic action: 
( )
∫ 




 ∇
+= −++ ij
j
i
i
j
j
i
ndnd h
a
hhhebxadS 2
12
4
1 &&φδ . (7.15) 
The effective action describing the coupling of the dilaton to the fundamental quark and lepton fields 
building up ordinary macroscopic matter, including all possible loop corrections, can be written in the 
general form: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∫ 



+∇+−∇−−−= + 2221
2
1
i
i
mi
i
kR
d ZZVZRZgxdS ψφψφφφφφ φ , (7.16) 
where iZ  are the dilatonic “form factors”, to all orders in the loop expansion, and where we have used, for 
simplicity, a scalar model of fundamental matter fields iψ . 
The simplest example of quantum-string cosmology model is based on the lowest-order, gravidilaton string 
effective action: 
( ) ( )[ ]∫ +∇+−= −+− µνµφ φφλ gVRegxdS dds ,2
1 21
1 , (7.17) 
where we have included a (possibly non-local and non-perturbative) dilaton potential V. 
Now, for the parallelism between Palumbo’s model and string theory, from equation (5.4), (7.4), (7.16), we 
have: 
( ) ( ) =


 ∂∂−−−− ∫ φφφpi νµ
µν
ρσµν
νσµρ gfGGTrgg
G
Rgxd
2
1
8
1
16
26
 
= ( )∫ ∫∞ Φ− ⇒





−−Φ∂Φ∂+−
0
2
22
10
2
102
3
210
2
10
~
2
14
2
1 FTr
g
HReGxd ν
µ
µ
κ
κ
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ +∇−−−⇒ Λ−−∂∂+−⇒ ∫∫ −− 2102109 212
1
2
1 φφφφφλ φνµµνφ ZRZgxddBgRegxd Rs  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ]22
2
1
i
i
mi
i
k ZZV ψφψφφ +∇+− , (7.18) while, from equations (1.12) and (7.17), we have: 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫∫ +∇+−⇒Φ∇Φ∇+− Φ−−Φ− µνµµµ φφλκ gVRegxdReGxd ds ,2
14
2
1 226
1
226
2
0
 , (7.19) that, 
for the parallelism above mentioned, can be related also at the equation (7.18). 
 
8.Correlations obtained between some solutions in string theory and Riemann zeta function. 
 
The physicist F.Dyson in 1972 made the crucial observation that the “pair correlation function” of the zeros 
of the Riemann zeta function is in fact the pair correlation function for the eigenvalues of a matrix taken 
from a certain family of random Hermitian matrices. What Dyson had spotted was a connection between two 
apparently unconnected fields of knowledge: quantum physics and number theory. It turned out that 
physicists looking for ways to characterize the behaviour of atomic particles (the orbital movement of the 
electrons inside an atom of arbitrary atomic number) had come up with a formula that was very similar to 
Montgomery’s description of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function. 
Now, if some equations concerning the Riemann zeta function are related to the orbital movement of the 
electrons inside an atom of arbitrary atomic number and the particles, in string theory, are the oscillation 
modes of a fermionic or bosonic string, then it is possible that the Riemann zeta function is related at some 
equations of string field theory. 
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In the thesis “Solitonic solutions in string field theory”, (7) Prof.V.Puletti has obtained non linear β  
functions for tachyons of bosonic open strings, in the conjecture of tachyonic profiles slowly variables. 
Specially, Puletti has found the solutions of conformal points fixed equation of Renormalization Group: 
0=RTβ , solutions that are at finished action (solitons) suitable to describe configurations of unstable 
branes. 
We have obtained interesting connections between some solutions of this thesis and some equations 
concerning the Riemann zeta function, specifying the Goldston-Montgomery theorem, the mean-value 
theorems and the Goldbach’s problem in short intervals. 
 
a) On some expressions concerning the thesis “Solitonic solutions in string field theory”. 
 
The equation of partition function on the disk, that give an effective field theory non local that live on 
boundary, utilizing the background field method in the disk, is: 
( ) [ ] ( )∫= 




⋅−+∂−
∫
pi
µµ
pi
τ
µ
2
0
2
1
2
XJXTXiXd
edXKJZ  (8.1)  (the partition function of Dirichlet string) 
However, the partition function of boundary theory on the disk is generally: 
[ ] [ ] ( )[ ]







+− ∫
= ∫
pi
τ
pi
τ
µ
2
0
0 2
XVdXS
edXKZ . (8.2)   Now, from (8.1) we have:  
( ) [ ] ( )∫= 




⋅−+∂−
∫
pi
µ
τ
µ
pi
τ
µ
2
0
ˆ
2
1
2
XikXTXiXd
edXKkZ , (8.3) that yield at the final expression: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∏ ∫∏ ∑
= = =
−−−
− 





−
∑ ∑





−
=
= <
n
i
n
i
n
i
i
GkkGki
ii
n
n
n kkedkTdk
n
KkZ
n
i
n
ji jiji
i
1
2
0 1 1
0
21
2
2!
1 pi ττ δ
pi
τ
ε . (8.4) 
Now, computing the partition function at the second order in the expansion in small derivatives of tachyonic 
field, from (8.4) we obtain: 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∏ ∫∏ ∑ ∑
= = = =
−




+
−
=
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
j
jii
ii
n
n
n G
k
GkdkTdk
n
KkZ
1
2
0 1 1 1
22
2 022
10
22
1
2!
1 pi
pi
τ
ε  
             + ( ) ( )∑ ∑
= =<
+−
n
k
n
ji
jiji
k GkkGk
1 1
2
0
2
ττ  
             + ( ) ( ) }∑ ∑ ∑
=< =< =






−−−
n
ji
n
ml
n
i
imlmljiji kkGkkGkk
1 1 12
1 δττττ , (8.5) and from the term underlined, we   
               ----------------------------------------------------- 
obtain: 
( ) ( )∫∏ ∑ ∑
= =< =<
−−





pi
ττττ
pi
τ2
0 1 1 122
1 n
i
n
ji
n
ml
mlmljiji
i GkkGkkd . (8.6) When the equals indices are i=l or j=m or j=l or 
i=m, the integrals in τd  becomes: 
( )( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑ ∫ ∫
=< =<
=−−
n
ji
n
ml
mi
m
ji
ji
ilmlji G
dG
ddkkkk
'
1
'
1
2
0
2
0 2222
1 pi pi
ττ
pi
τ
ττ
pi
τ
pi
τδ  
= ( )( )∑ ∑
=< =<
n
ji
n
ml
ilmlji
ckkkk
1 1
2
4
log
2
1 δ   (8.7)  =   
= ( ) ( )∫ =−−
pi
ττττ
pi
τ
pi
τ
pi
τ2
0
2
4
log
222
cGGddd msmlsml . (8.7a) 
From the integral ( ) ( )∫∏ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
= = =< = =<
=−





pi
εεττ
pi
τ2
0 1 1 1 1 1
2
2
log
4
loglog0
22
n
i
n
k
n
ji
n
k
n
ji
jikjiji
ki kkkcGkkGkd  and (8.7), 
we have: 
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( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ −=−−−
pi pi
ττττ
pi
τ
pi
τ
pi
τ
ττ
pi
τ
pi
τ2
0
2
0
3
4
log
22222
cGG
dddG
dd
plml
pml
ji
ji
. (8.7b) 
The fundamental expressions (8.7a) and (8.7b) are related at the equations connected to Riemann zeta 
function, i.e. the equations concerning the Goldston-Montgomery theorem, the mean-value theorems and the 
Goldbach’s problem in short intervals. 
 
b) On some equations concerning Goldston-Montgomery theorem, mean-value theorems and Goldbach’s 
problem in short intervals. 
 
In the chapter “Goldbach’s numbers in short intervals” of Languasco’s paper “The Goldbach’s conjecture” 
(11), is described the Goldston-Montgomery theorem. 
Assume the Riemann hypothesis. We have the following implications: If 10 21 ≤≤< BB  and  
( ) TTTXF log
2
1
,
pi
≈  uniformly for XXT
X
X BB 3
3 loglog
2
1
≤≤ , then 
( )( )( ) ( ) ( )∫ ≈−−+
X
Xdxxxx
1
22 1log
2
11 δδδψδψ    (8.8), uniformly for  12
11
BB XX
≤≤ δ  . We take the 
lemma (2) and (3) of this theorem: 
Lemma (2). Let ( ) 0≥tf  a continuous function defined on [ )+∞,0  so that ( ) ( )2log 2 +<< ttf . If 
( ) ( ) ( )( )∫ +==
T
TTTdttfTJ
0
log1 ε , then:  ( ) ( )
k
kkduuf
u
ku 1log'
2
sin
0
2
∫
∞






+=





ε
pi
 (8.9), with ( )k'ε  
small for +→ 0k if ( )Tε  is uniformly small for  k
k
T
kk
2
2 log
1
log
1 ≤≤ , where for 5=k  , we have 
5log
5
1
5log5
1 2
2 ≤≤ T . 
Lemma (3). 
Let ( ) 0≥tf  a continuous function defined on [ )+∞,0  so that ( ) ( )2log 2 +<< ttf . If  
( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞






+=





=
0
2 1log'
2
sin
k
kkduuf
u
kukI εpi  (8.9) , then ( ) ( ) ( )∫ +==
T
TTdttfTJ
0
log'1 ε , (8.10) 
with 'ε  small if ( ) εε ≤k  uniformly for T
T
k
TT
2log1
log
1 ≤≤ , where for 5=T  , we have 
5log
5
1
5log5
1 2≤≤ k . 
The form of the problem of mean-value (8) is that of determining the behaviour of ( )∫ +
T
dtit
T 1
21
σζ  (8.11) 
(where ζ  is the Riemann zeta function) as ∞→T , for any given value of σ . We have the following 
theorems: 1)  ( )∫












−
<+
T
TATdtit
1
2
2
1
1
,logmin
σ
σζ  (8.12) uniformly for 2
2
1 ≤≤ σ . The particular 
case 
2
1
=σ  of this theorem is  ( )∫ =





+
T
TTdtit
1
2
log0
2
1ζ  (8.13). 
2) As ∞→T     ∫ ≈





+
T
TTdtit
0
2
log
2
1ζ  (8.14). 
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3) Let kσ  be the lower bound of numbers σ  such that ( ) ( )∫ =+
T
k dtit
T 1
2 101 σζ . (8.15) Then 
( ) 




+
−
−≤ α
αµ
α
σ ,
2
1
,
1
11max
k
k  for 10 << α . 
4) For 20 ≤< k     ( ) ( )∫ ∑
∞
=
∞→
=+
T
n
kk
T n
nddtit
T 1 1
2
2
21lim
σ
σζ   (8.16)  





>
2
1
σ  
Instead of considering integrals of the form ( ) ( )∫ +=
T
k dtitTI
0
2
σζ  (8.17)  where T  is large, we shall now 
consider integrals of the form  ( ) ( )∫
∞
−+=
0
2 dteitJ tk δσζδ  (8.18) where δ  is small. The behaviour of these 
two integrals is very similar. If ( ) ( )δδ /10=J , then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ =<+< −
T
Ttk TTeJdteiteTI
0
/2 0/1σζ . 
(8.19)  Conversely, if ( ) ( )TTI 0= , then 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∫
∞ ∞ ∞
−−
∞
−−
=







=+==
0 0 0
0 /100' δδδδ δδδδ dttedtetIetIdtetIJ tttt . (8.20) 
The theorem for integrals is as follows: 
If ( ) 0≥tf  for all t  and  ( )∫
∞
−
≈
0
1
δ
δ dtetf t  (8.21) as 0→δ , then ( )∫ ≈
T
Tdttf
0
 (8.22) as ∞→T  
We first show that, if ( )xP  is any polynomial, ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
−−
≈
0
1
0
1 dxxPdtePetf tt δ
δδ
. It is sufficient to prove 
this for ( ) kxxP = . In this case the left-hand side is ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
+−
=
+
≈
0
1
0
1 1
1
1 dxx
k
dtetf ktk δδ
δ
. Next, we 
deduce that ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
−−
≈
0
1
0
1 dxxgdtegetf tt δ
δδ
 (8.23)  if ( )xg  is continuous, or has a discontinuity of the 
first kind. For, given ε , we can construct polynomials ( ) ( ),, xPxp  such that  ( ) ( ) ( )xPxgxp ≤≤  and  
( ) ( ){ }∫ ≤−
1
0
εdxxpxg ,  ( ) ( ){ }∫ ≤−
1
0
εdxxgxP . Then 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∫∫
∞
−−
∞
→
−−
→
+<=≤
0
1
0
1
00
00
limlim εδδ δδ
δ
δδ
δ
dxxgdxxPdtePetfdtegetf tttt , and making 0→ε  we 
obtain  ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
−−
→
≤
0
1
0
0
lim dxxgdtegetf tt δδ
δ
δ . Similarly, arguing with ( )xp , we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
−−
→
≥
0
1
00
lim dxxgdtegetf tt δδ
δ
δ , and (8.23) follows. Now let ( ) 0=xg  ( )10 −<≤ ex ,  = x/1  
( )11 ≤≤− xe . Then ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞
−−
=
0
/1
0
δ
δδ dttfdtegetf tt  and ( )∫ ∫ ==
1
0
1
/1
1
e
x
dxdxxg . Hence ( )∫ ≈
δ
δ
/1
0
1dttf , 
which is equivalent to (8.22). 
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If ( ) 0≥tf  for all t, and, for a given positive m, ( )∫
∞
−
≈
0
1log1 δδ
δ mt dtetf , (8.24) then 
( )∫ ≈
T
m TTdttf
0
log . (8.25)  The proof is substantially the same. We have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞
+−
+
≈






++
≈
0
1 1log
1
1
1
1log
1
1
δδδδ
δ mmtk
kkk
dtetf , (8.26) and the argument runs as before, 
with δ
1
 replaced by δδ
1log1 m . From (8.26) for cm /4,3 == δ  and 1
4
−=
ck , we have: 
( ) ( )∫
∞
+−
≈
0
31
4
log cdtetf tk δ , (8.26a)  while, for cm /4,2 == δ  and 1
4
−=
ck , we have: 
( ) ( )∫
∞
+−
≈
0
21
4
log cdtetf tk δ .(8.26b) 
In the paper “A note on the exceptional set for Goldbach’s problem in short intervals”, (9) J.Kaczorowski, 
A.Perelli and J.Pintz, investigate the size of the exceptional set for Goldbach’s problem in short intervals 
under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH). 
Let NH ≤≤2 , NL log=  and HQ
2
1
= , we have for the major arcs the following equations: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
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q
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q
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ηη , (8.27) and, assume GRH, for 
any ( )qmodχ  ( )∫
−
<<
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qQ qQ
NLdN
/1
/1
2
2
,,2' ηηχψ . (8.28) From (8.27) and (8.28), we get: 
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q
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1
,, ηη , (8.29) where, for N=5 and H=4, we have 
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−
=
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q
a
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22
1
5log5,, ηη . (8.30) 
For the minor arcs, we have from (8.29) the following equation:  
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(8.31), where, for Q=1, P<Q, P=1/2 (P is a function of H and N), we have: 
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. (8.32) 
In the paper “On the exceptional set for the 2k-twin primes problem” of A.Perelli and J.Pintz, (10) we have 
the following theorem:  
Let k  be a positive number, 2/10 << ε  and 0>A  be arbitrary constants and ε+= 2/1NH . Then for any 
4/0 NV ≤≤  
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ε . (8.33) We have the following 
estimates: 
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( )( )∫ ∩+− −−<<mHH ANLdS/1,/1 1
2
ξξ αα  (8.35) uniformly for [ ]1,0∈ξ .  With regard the estimate for the major 
arcs, we have the following expressions: 
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(8.37). By Theorem 2 of Brun-Titchmarsh theorem for multiplicative functions, we have that the first term in 
the right-hand side of (8.37) is ALHN −<< 2  and (8.34) follows. Thus, we have: 
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for 55,5.0,,log,2 2/1 =→===== + HNNHNLA εε , we have: 
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With regard the estimate for the minor arcs, we have the following expression: 
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contribution of the first integral in the right-hand side of this expression to the quantity in (8.35) is 
∑ ∑
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. (8.40)  From (8.39)-(8.40) we get 
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1 ξξ . Further, the total contribution to (8.41) of the term 
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2
ξξ αα , (8.43)  where for 5,2 == NA  and NL log= , we have 
the final expression: 
( )( )∫ ∩+− <<mHH dS/1,/1 3
2 5log10ξξ αα . (8.44) 
With regard to the connections between equations of string theory and equations related with the Riemann 
zeta function, we can see that the eq.(8.7a) is related with lemma(2), lemma(3), (8.26b), (8.30), (8.32) and 
(8.38);while the eq.(8.7b), is related with (8.26a) and (8.44). For example, we have: 
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Further, these equations can be related to F  (Palumbo’s model), therefore at the bosonic string action. 
Indeed, from (5.2), for example, we have: 
∫ ∫ ∫
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( ) ( )∫
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0
1 dtetf tk δ . (8.47) 
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